Measuring the Wavelength of a LASER
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The formula for calculating the wavelength 𝜆𝜆 of light is as follows:
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as a diffraction grating. When you shine a LASER through the hologram plate, the LASER light
diffracts and an interference pattern is formed. This pattern becomes the hologram!
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ACTIVITY SHEET: MEASURING WAVELENGTHS
We’re now going to use what we know about diffraction patterns to measure the wavelength of a red
LASER.
1. Stick the blank paper to a wall above a flat surface on which you can rest the red LASER.
2. Place the diffraction grating upright in front of the paper. Measure the distance between the
grating and the wall, L, and record it in the table below.
3. Shine the laser pointer through the diffraction grating. If possible, place it on a small box or
similar to hold it steady.
4. Mark off the central maximum and one of the first-ordersecondary maxima on the sheet of
paper with a pencil.
5. Remove the sheet and measure the distance between maxima. Record the distance X.
6. Repeat twice more with different distances L.
Diffraction Grating
lines/mm

Slit Width (d)
cm/line

Distance from grating
to screen (L) in cm

Distance from maximum to
maximum (X)

1
2
3

7. Substitute the values for measurements 1 to 3 into the equations below to calculate the
wavelength of the LASER.
λ1 = (X)(d)
L

λ2 = (X)(d)
L

λ3 = (X)(d)
L

Average Wavelength

λ = λ1+λ2+λ3
3

Subsitutions of
Data in Formula
Final Value (cm)
Final Value (nm)
TIP: You need to convert your final value for λ from cm to nm in the table above: 1 cm = 1×107 nm = 10,000,000 nm
TIP: Red light usually has a wavelength of 620 nm -– 750 nm. Check that your average wavelength falls in this range!
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